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ABSTRACT
We argue that the distinguishing features of Participatory Design
are not the participatory activities as such but the mechanisms used,
the effects produced and the way in which these are sustained. We
use program theory to illuminate how participatory design works
and how it may be understood as more than a collection of meth-
ods or a matter of configuring user participation. Program theory
operates by formulating the causal relations between the planned
inputs, the process and the effects in terms of output, outcome
and impact. While participatory design might appear similar to
co-design or user-centered design on the level of design activities,
PD differs in terms of the mechanisms employed and how effects
and their sustainment are conceived. Looking at participatory de-
sign through the lens of program theory highlights how particular
mechanisms work towards not only the designed product but also
towards generating gains and lasting effects for participants.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Participatory design;
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper we start from the observation that Participatory De-
sign (PD) is ultimately concerned with establishing andmaintaining
processes that empower the people involved, and that the distin-
guishing features of PD, are not the participatory activities as such,
but the processes of which they are part, the nature of the outcomes
pursued and the way in which effects are sustained. However, these
distinguishing features of how PD attempts to accomplish its aims
can often seem murky for new researchers entering into the field,
whether they are new graduate students or seasoned veterans from
other fields. We argue that Program Theory (PT) [4] holds a strong
potential for illuminating the relationship between PD means and
intended outcomes, one that will allow both an explication of this
relationship for researchers wanting to engage with PD, but also
a strong theoretical foundation for existing PD researchers to re-
flect critically on how, whether and why their activities leads to
empowering effects.

Using Program Theory to examine PD is a novel idea and the
main contribution of the paper. In our view, PT is well-suited to
bring forward the point that what distinguishes PD is the quality
of the processes of design, since PT is concerned specifically with
processes, mechanisms and causal relations [15]. The notions of
‘causal’ and ‘mechanism’ may be uncommon in contemporary PD
language, but should not be conceived of in a strict natural science
sense, but in a broad social science sense as something promoting or
leading towards a desired result. As such, the aims of Participatory

https://doi.org/10.1145/3369457.3369460
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Design, empowerment and emancipation through design processes,
align very well with what Program Theory tries to describe: how PD
strives towards developing activities that support mechanisms such
as mutual learning, empowerment, and collaborative reflection.

The backdrop for this argument is a significant increase of in-
terest in PD within Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research.
In a recent study, Malinverni et al. [61] found a 580% increase over
a ten-year period in the number of PD papers in the ACM digital
library (2003-2013), and DiSalvo [26] found that 68% of the CHI
papers using the phrase ‘participatory design’ have been published
in the last decade. While HCI contributions focusing on PD gener-
ally provide excellent resources, they tend to mainly characterise
PD through the phenomenon of ‘participation’ or as a collection
of methods - most often some kind of ‘user workshop’. While not
entirely wrong, such depictions overlook central characteristics of
PD that distinguish it from mere ‘user involvement’ and ‘co-design’.
Throughout the years, a series of contributions have offered to
consolidate PD principles and practices in introductory books (e.g
[34, 75, 76]) as well as in overview papers [65, 67, 68, 73]. The most
comprehensive effort to present the methods and practices of PD
to the HCI community is found in the work of Michael J. Muller,
who has developed and refined taxonomies of PD methods since
1993 [66]. Recently, Vines et al. [83] discussed the trend towards
‘user design’ in HCI and argued that the main issue, for HCI, might
be considered in terms of the acts of ‘configuring participation’.

We extend the concern for understanding the role and nature
of participation in HCI research by characterising PD as a design
practice that, while similar to other participatory practices in terms
of activities, differs fundamentally in its aims, approaches and out-
comes. In order to do so, we use of program theory as a way to
illustrate how PD works and how it may be understood as more
than a collection of methods or a matter of configuring user par-
ticipation. While PD might appear similar to other participatory
practices, such as co-design, on the level of design activities, PD
differs in terms of the interactional processes, or in the wording
of program theory ‘mechanisms’ employed and how effects and
their sustainment are conceived. Program theory offers a way to
make explicit “the underlying assumptions about how programs
are expected to work” [72] and seeks to achieve this by formulating
the causal relations between the planned inputs, activities of the
process, and the effects that are expected to result. In doing so, it
reveals that a more nuanced understanding of PD in particular, and
participatory practices in general, may be obtained by considering
the configuration of mechanisms and effects.

This paper is structured as follows: In section two, we briefly
review previous effort to characterise PD. Section three presents
our characterisation of PD based on program theory, structured
around field studies, workshops, participatory prototyping, infras-
tructuring and evaluation. In the concluding parts of the paper we
draw together the insights from section three and discuss their
significance for HCI research.

2 RELATEDWORK
Over the years, there have been several efforts to define partici-
patory design and its nature (e.g. [34, 65, 75]). Among the most

recent and comprehensive accounts is the Handbook of Participa-
tory Design, where PD is defined as a process of “investigating,
understanding, reflecting upon, establishing, developing and sup-
porting mutual learning between multiple participants in a design
process” [76]. One of the most systematic overviews of PD is pro-
vided by Halskov and Hansen [40] who extract five fundamental
aspects (politics, people, context, methods, products) based on a
survey of 102 research papers published in the Participatory Design
conference series from 2002 - 2012 in combination with a literature
review of core PD anthologies.

In PD, participants typically undertake roles of users and de-
signers where designers “strive to learn the realities of the user‘s
situation while the users strive to articulate their desired aims and
learn appropriate technological means to obtain them” [76]. In this
respect, PD does not differ significantly from other approaches to
user participation such as co-design [74], contextual design [3], or
user-centered design [69]. These approaches all, to some extent,
share the value of user participation in the design process. However,
PD understands the design process as a pursuit of effects that reach
beyond technological products. For PD, outputs from the design
process comprise both tangible and intangible products, such as
knowledge, new working procedures, and organisational arrange-
ments that help sustain the effects created from design. This focus
is rooted in PD’s political origin, emphasising democracy, empow-
erment, skilfulness and quality of process and product [6]. As such,
PD has always emphasised people’s right to participate in the shap-
ing of the world in which they act [76] and insisted that design
should create lasting gains for participants. The political aspect of
PD work is foregrounded in much PD literature as a distinct quality.
To serve as background for our characterisation of PD based on
program theory, we now briefly review three ways in which PD
has previously been characterised.

First, the early characterisations of PD reflected the distinctly po-
litical and ideological basis of the trade-union projects undertaken
in Scandinavia during the 1970’s and 80’s. The issues of workplace
democracy, skilfulness and empowerment were addressed in a se-
ries of anthologies [6, 27, 70] providing ideological and theoretical
grounding in, among other things, Marxist ideology and the work
of Paulo Freire [32] . While the political strand of PD arguably
declined after the Scandinavian projects, recent years have seen
the political agenda re-surface within the PD community and in
neighboring communities such as Interaction Design and Children.
Within the Interaction Design and Children Community, scholars
have addressed the issues of empowering children in a digital so-
ciety (e.g. [47]) and within the Participatory Design conference
series, a plethora of politically activist projects are reported in the
literature (e.g. [80]).

As second approach to characterising PD has been to explore
the nature of participation and to conceptualise the way in which
users take an active role in the design process. In the early Scandi-
navian projects, the participatory practices, such as workshops and
enacted scenarios, were employed as a consequence of the political
and ideological basis. In the years to follow, these participatory prac-
tices found their way to several other research communities and
into industry, while their ideological origin did not enjoy similar
proliferation. The nature of participatory practices has been ad-
dressed from many perspectives. Early conceptualisations included
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Wittgenstein’s idea of ‘language games’ to describe the meeting
between designers and users [27], and Activity Theory to describe
tensions and contradictions in design activity. The nature of par-
ticipatory practices has also featured in HCI-communities, most
notably perhaps Mullers analysis of ‘hybridity’ [65] and Vines et
al.’s work on ‘configuring participation’[83].

A third kind of PD characterisation, has revolved around struc-
turing and organising the methods and techniques of PD. While
obviously related to the nature of participation described above,
this strand of work is primarily concerned with more or less for-
malised methods and their place and function in a design process.
The degree of formalisation of methods in PD varies greatly as does
the importance ascribed to formal methods among PD practitioners.
Early efforts to document PD practices, such as Greenbaum and
Kyng [34] and Schuler and Namioka [75] , reflect a diverse and
somewhat informal approach to the issue of methods. More struc-
tured overviews have been presented over the years, categorising
methods in term of the knowledge they create [53], their place in
the process [66, 68] and their form and context [73].

In this paper, we suggest a fourth approach to characterising PD
in order to highlight the links between the aims of PD, the effects
PD seeks to achieve, and the role of participatory activities. We
suggest that these connections are PD’s central characteristics and
explain why it is problematic when PD is presented as primarily a
political or ethical program, as a question of participation, or as a
collection of methods and practices. Indeed, several other design
approaches could be argued to share these features, and PD be seen
as merely a regional or disciplinary subfield. However, this would,
in our view, fail to capture PD’s specific contribution to design and
the development and use of technology. Thus we apply program
theory, which we will unfold in the next section, as a framework
through which to bring the central characteristics of PD to the fore.

3 CHARACTERISING PD USING PROGRAM
THEORY

Program theory comes out of the field of evaluation, and despite
its name, it is not a theory as such, but an approach or framework
aimed at developing specific models of how programs or project are
assumed to work through detailing the causal relations between
inputs, processes and effects in those programs [72]. The aim is to
make evaluations more precise and increase learning, since mak-
ing processes explicit enables investigations into why a project or
program did or did not work. Our aim here is not to evaluate, and
we will instead make use of the framework of program theory to
make explicit, in a systematic way, why and how PD works towards
it’s goals and aims. Program theory models are usually developed
individually for specific programs and can be developed in different
ways and take on various forms. An often used approach is to depict
program theory diagrammatically as a relationship between input,
process, and effects [72] and this is also the form that we apply
here, as it provides a useful overview of the basic concepts. We
define these concepts in the following way:

Input refers to the tangible and intangible resources needed to
initiate and complete a program or project.

The process describes the actions completed by participants
using available resources. What, how and where are appropriate

questions. In terms of process, we distinguish between mechanism
and activity.

• Mechanism: describes the general, underlying principles that
generate effects. In terms of the process, it may be regarded
as the fundamental entity that creates causality between
input and effect. It is, so to speak, the active ingredient (see
[41] for discussion).

• Activity: describes the particular way or the medium through
which the mechanism is brought into action. The distinction
is similar to the distinction between the active ingredient
and the excipient in drugs (see [56] for elaboration).

In program theory we may distinguish between three kinds of
effects [72]:

• Output: Tangible and intangible products emerging from
the program. Outputs in themselves offer no indication of
the derived benefits, but refer to immediate product of the
process. We can inquiry about the amount of output by
listing products and we can discuss the quality of the output
(e.g. robustness of a products or clarity of a new procedure).

• Outcome: Short and midterm effects of the program. Out-
comes are not products but the derived consequences, bene-
fits, drawbacks etc. of the program. Outcomes may be identi-
fied as causal consequences of the program and the outputs.

• Impact: Longer term effects of the program. While a pro-
gram may deliver outcomes on its own, impacts are typically
achieved in conjunction with other programs or initiatives.
A program may thus be regarded as one among several con-
tributors to impact. It is often difficult to establish causality
between an individual program and an impact.

Diagrammatically, the relationship between input, process and
effects may be depicted as show in figure 1. In figure 2 we have
arranged the typical activities that are performed in PD into five
overarching categories: Field studies, workshops, prototyping, in-
frastructuring and evaluation. These are generally undertaken to
address central PD concerns such as: 1) How do we bring knowl-
edge about use practices and context into the PD process? 2) How
do we facilitate the encounter between professional designers and
participants? 3) How do we enable the collaborative exploration of
alternatives? 4) How do we assess the qualities of a design product
and the outcomes emerging from the design process? And, finally,
5) How to secure that the results achieved during the project can
be sustained after the project ends?

At a glance, these five categories of typical activities resemble
design activities well-known to HCI, such as those outlines by
Preece et al. [71](establishing requirements, designing alternatives,
prototyping, evaluation). Also, at an activity level, they may appear
similar to other participatory practices. However, in the following
sections we will unpack how PD differs by looking at each of these
five categories in terms of the mechanisms employed and they way
in which these are realised to create effects. For each of the five
categories, we provide a general program theory analysis, a sample
of PD studies as a resource for HCI practitioners and finally two
specific examples. The examples are chosen to highlight how a PD
approach can be implemented throughout the design process, and
the overall picture emerging from section 3 should be regarded as
a Weberian ideal type. As such, it will most likely appear almost
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Mechanism Activity

Tangible and 
intangible 
resources needed.

!e fundamental 
principle 
generating effect

!e medium or 
way in which the 
mechanism is 
brought into 
action

Immediate tangible 
and intangible 
product emerging 
from the process.

Long term 
effects of the 
program or 
project.

Short- and medium 
term effects. 
Derived 
consequences of 
the output.

OutcomeOutput Impact

PROCESSINPUT EFFECTS

Figure 1: A diagrammatic illustration of program theory.

Mechanism Activity OutcomeOutput Impact

PROCESSINPUT EFFECTS

Field studies

Prototyping

Workshops

Evaluation

Infrastructuring

PROCESSINPUT

Figure 2: Five overarching categories of activities in PD.

utopian, and few if any PD projects will employ all elements in
practice. Further, the activitiesmentioned do not necessarily capture
the full range of PD methods and practices presented in current
literature, nor do we claim that the methods mentioned are superior
to others: They serve as examples of how the mechanisms of PD
are activated with the aim of creating particular effects.

3.1 Field Studies
We define field studies as a category of activities in which qualita-
tive methods are applied as the means to study current practices,
contexts and domains of the potential users of a system [7]. Field
studies in general include techniques such as observation, inter-
views and video analysis with users. The output is domain knowl-
edge and problem analysis to foresee how a design process can
resolve or change the existing use practice for the better. The focus
in PD field studies is not only on gathering data, but also on facili-
tating mechanisms of collaborative reflection on current practice
and initiating mutual learning between designers and stakehold-
ers. By collaboratively reflecting on current practice, new design
openings potentially emerge from the participatory process and
sometimes long-term relationships between designers/researchers
and stakeholders. Providing the venue and means to critically re-
flect on everyday practices and the opportunities these embody,
is done with the intent of supporting outputs such as new visions
and ideas, and eventually the outcomes that emerge from realising
these ideas. Importantly, the output related to knowledge about cur-
rent practice is an an output intended for participants themselves
and not only a material for designers to work with. As such, the
mechanisms employed in field studies are used specifically to have
effects related to empowerment and agency among participants.

Field studies may be conducted several times during a project
to inform workshops, prototyping, infrastructuring and evalua-
tion, which in turn may inform field studies. Studying practice and
real-life use situations is a central tenet of PD practice, and ethno-
graphic methods have played a prominent role in the development
of PD, both through the adoption of concrete techniques such as

interviews and participant observation, as well as by promoting the
active engagement with users in their contexts. Ethnographers were
part of the early foundational work on PD research and practice
[5]. According to Blomberg and Karasti [8] the encounter between
US-trained anthropologists and Scandinavian PD researchers meant
that the question of the appropriate relation between studying and
involving participants in design came to the fore. Based on this, PD
as a field has imported and developed methods for studying the
practice and context of potential users highlighting, for instance,
the use of video for understanding practice [79], contextual design
[3] and scenarios as representations of current practice [20]. In ad-
dition to such specific techniques, design anthropology [37] offers
an approach to integrating design and anthropology into a new
and more interventionist form of field studies aimed at design. In
PD, fieldwork is preferable carried out in the mode of participant-
observation engaging with people, and not in the mode of external
observer, and mutual learning most often is an inherent outcome.
There are however, ways to enhance and augment this, and in the
following examine two such activities - ‘Design with the Feet’ and
‘Video Card Game’ - in detail.

3.1.1 Design with the Feet. One way to actively pursue collabo-
ration during fieldwork beyond standard participant-observation
is provided by Kanstrup et al. [50] who present a review of how
walking can be used as a way to immerse oneself in the field and
establish relationships in PD processes as well as a general frame-
work for understanding walking-based methods in PD. According
to Kanstrup et al. [50], walking has a long history as a technique of
inquiry, and importing it into PD means recognising the potential
for using it to foster mutual learning, for boosting the effective-
ness of PD efforts, and for triggering design by making explicit
the dialectics of tradition and transcendence. They point to several
walking-based approaches to field studies in PD: Walking obser-
vations, walking interviews, bimbling (walking around aimlessly),
proto walks and transect walks. However, they primarily address
transect walks: A systematic walkthrough of an area, for instance a
rural village, to identify resources important to the local community.
Researchers and residents collaborate on creating shared maps of
resources of the immediate area, before walking a route around
the neighbourhood marking and discussing the resources in the
general vicinity. Afterwards, the map is used for a collaborative
effort in working through and reflecting on the traditions and op-
portunities of the area, acting as triggers for design opportunities.
The walking-based methods described by Kanstrup et al. [50] are
useful for field studies in PD, because in addition to a focus on the
real-life situations of the participants of a given area, they are a way
of making participants and researchers reflect collaboratively, and
they put user-participants in the role of experts in their own lives
and practices. Furthermore, using the maps as triggers for design
means that the participants have a strong influence on the design
process with respect to which aspect of the context is important
and why. The activity thus promotes mutual engagement and own-
ership among participants through the mechanism of collaborative
reflection.

3.1.2 Video Card Games. A crucial feature of field studies is the
analysis of the data generated. Whereas this process is often car-
ried out by the researcher solitary within anthropology, PD often
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strives towards making this process collaborative in order not to po-
sition the researcher as the authority on knowledge related to other
people’s lives. One example of this is the Video Card Game devel-
oped by Buur and Soendergaard [19] , which is a workshop format
where video recordings from field studies are analysed collabora-
tively with users. Based on small video clips of practice, cards are
then created by printing a keyframe from each clip on a card. These
cards are used to conduct a qualitative analysis of issues within the
design domain, identifying potential solutions and linking them
to concrete situations of practice. In another example using the
same method, Buur et al. [18] conducted a number of design events
(ethnography, ideation and mock-ups), using videotaped material
as a way of involving users in the project. Buur et al. [18] describe
how they involved the users in both the collection of data and the
interpretation of the field studies, through the use of the Video
Card Game. In other examples, Buur et al. [18] discuss how they
used video footage as a tool for interpreting the results of a mock-
up test. In this case, many of the design activities involved were
explicitly designed to support user involvement in interpretation
or decision-making.

Design with the Feet and the Video Card Game enable partic-
ipants to co-author material from use situations which is then
interpreted and analysed by participants, giving them influence
in the design process. As opposed to being sources of data, the
participants have a say not only in what data is collected and how,
but also in how this data is interpreted. Giving such responsibility
to participants reflects a specific view of them as experts in their
own practice and having them participate directly means that the
field studies becomes a way of eliciting joint reflections as part of
a mutual learning process rather than sampling data. In terms of
program theory, these activities thus employ mechanisms related to
co-authoring and collaborative reflection. The outputs are domain
knowledge and problem analysis and this output is directed both
at designers and users. The desired outcome includes mutual en-
gagement, ownership of the process, and empowerment to reshape
their own practice, while impacts may be the development of long
term relationships in terms of design and research.

3.2 Workshops
By ‘workshop’ we refer to an intensive design event in which par-
ticipants with different backgrounds meet and exchange knowledge
and ideas about current or future practices. In terms of program
theory, stakeholders are the primary input to workshop activities
as they engage as experts in their daily life being professionals or
private users. For PD, the central challenge pertaining to work-
shops is often to support and scaffold the managing of power re-
lations and a shared understanding of current practice between
diverse stakeholders. This is considered important not only to cre-
ate useful design ideas but to create commitment and alignment
between stakeholders. Accordingly, the outputs of a workshop in-
clude knowledge of current practice, visions for the future, and
specific design ideas. In terms of outcome and impact, workshops,
and the outputs they generate, play an important role in PD as they
are a venue for creating the ideas that will eventually lead to gains

for participants, but also a format that spurs the creation of per-
sonal and professional relationships that are considered vital for the
sustainability of the project (see also section on infrastructuring).

PD workshops use a range of mechanisms to provide partici-
pants with creative or playful means for negotiating visions for the
future and for managing power relations. As an example, Brandt
[16] introduces design games as a mechanism for engaging stake-
holders in participatory workshops. Also, workshops using theatre
methods and magical props have been developed as a way to cre-
ate a workshop format for playful collaboration and ideation [17].
Dindler and Iversen [24] present fictional inquiries in which users
are engaged in a shared narrative space between the existing and a
fictional space. According to the authors, this somewhat fictional
workshop space is an activity, which bypasses conventions in the
existing use practice in a fun and engaging way. In recent years,
emphasis has been put on PDworkshops including vulnerable users.
Makhaeva et al. [60], for example, suggest to conduct workshops
through ‘Handlungs-spielraum’ to engage children with autism
(See also [49, 57, 59] for workshops with vulnerable users). Many
of these mechanisms for spurring creative or playful engagement
are shared among participatory approaches such as PD, co-design,
or user centred design to foster new ideas or new insights. Mecha-
nisms are altered to accommodate certain contextual or situational
needs. As an example, the Interaction Design and Children research
community has developed several workshop mechanisms specially
targeted at engaging children in PD workshops [2, 36, 85]. Here,
gamification or playful collaboration as a mechanism for exchang-
ing ideas is proposed as particularly powerful when engaging chil-
dren in design. Walsh [84], for instance, introduces a distributed
PD approach engaging users in an online workshop in which the
computer game MineCraft is utilised for sharing concerns and ideas
among participants distributed over geographical locations.

Workshop methods come in many variations in relation to the
participants, content and contexts in which the method is applied.
Future workshop is one of the most well-established workshop
formats in PD. It was originally developed to help citizen groups
have a say in decision-making processes of public planning [48],
but has for several year been applied within PD [52]. In the follow-
ing, we look in more detail into Future Workshop and Inspiration
Card Workshops in order to exemplify how the key participatory
mechanisms and effects are utilised in PD workshops.

3.2.1 Future workshops. A Future Workshop is a design method
where a homogeneous group of participants sharing a common
problematic situation, generate a vision for the future and address
how that vision can be realised [64]. Future Workshops are particu-
larly interesting in relation to understanding PD mechanisms and
effects as they take emerging problems that people are facing in
their daily life as an important input. By positioning participants
as experts in their own lives and providing them with legitimacy
and agency in respect to which vision to pursue and how, designers
are ideally balancing power relations among participants. Balanc-
ing power relations is a mechanism that can potentially lead to a
stronger commitment and ownership among and perhaps a shared
vision for the future.

Future Workshop aims at mutual learning as a project output.
This is obtained through a three phases structure: the critique phase,
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the fantasy phase, and the implementation phase. In the critique
phase participants explore problematic situations encountered in
their context. In the fantasy phase participants envision an ideal
future and by temporarily ignoring resource limits or technical con-
straints the goal is to design ideal alternatives, which may poten-
tially have the impact of improving the quality of their own (work)
situation. In the implementation phase the visions are adapted to
the participants real-world context and an implementation plan is
made in order to ensure outcomes and impact.

By collaboratively and step-wise progressing from problematic
situations to ideal futures, the participants learn from each other
and develop a coherent vision. The accomplishment of the work-
shop (a shared vision) is directly dependent on the PD mechanism
of balancing power relations. All participants must dare to share
their personal perspectives and concerns as a starting point, and
designers cannot foresee the results as they depend on the partici-
pants individual contributions. As such, mutual learning is tightly
connected to the designers’ ability deal with power relations among
participants.

3.2.2 Inspiration Card Workshop. Inspiration Card Workshop is a
collaborative ideation method based on combining domain cards
and technology cards [39]. Designers and participants from the
design domain create new concepts by combining technology and
domain insights [39]. The method is an ideation event, aimed at
exploring design alternatives and fostering viable design concepts.
In terms of mechanisms, the method accentuates collaborative
ideation and game elements in the form of physical props (cards). In
terms of output and outcomes, the ambition of the workshop is to
spur creativity and hence novel design concepts, but also to position
every stakeholder in a legitimate role as a design-participant. The
manipulation and combination of knowledge (domain and tech-
nology) using cards, provides a simple mechanisms for inviting all
stakeholder to take part. It is considered important that all stake-
holders are part of the ideation to create ownership of the design
ideas and to ensure that all stakeholder gain knowledge about the
design domain and the opportunities and constraints identified. In
addition to an initial preparation phase and a subsequent processing
phase, an Inspiration Card Workshop consists of three main phases:
Introduction, combination and co-creation, and presentation of
concepts. From a PD perspective, the creation of domain cards and
technology cards with images is particularly important. Domain
cards represent knowledge about the context being designed for
and since participants are considered experts, the cards are ideally
created or proposed by the people from the domain. Technology
cards represent specific applications of technology, and including
technology cards beyond the domain being designed expands the
design space in order to explore design alternatives.

3.3 Prototyping
The prototype as an object has its origin engineering and manufac-
turing where they are used to demonstrate features or to obtain a
full, formal specification of the future system. Floyd [30] argued
that prototyping as part of PD should be considered as a process.
In conventional prototyping users are only rarely actively involved
in the design and modification of prototypes and hence only have
limited influence on the future system [12]. This is also discussed by

Lim et al. [58] who highlight how HCI and interaction design seem
to focus more on prototypes for evaluation than for exploration. In
PD, prototyping is a collaborative activity in which stakeholders
jointly imagining future products and practices by use of a variety
of design materials. The idea of prototyping as a process where
users and designers have equal power relations and both participate
actively and creatively, drawing on their different qualifications,
has been a hallmark of PD from the outset [12, 28]. From the lens
of program theory, inputs for prototyping activities are people
and their knowledge, mock-ups, prototypes and other design ma-
terials which are manipulated through collaborative processes. As
such, prototyping inputs in PD does not differ significantly from
other prototyping activities in user-centered design or in co-design.
Stakeholders collaboratively produce and modify interactive repre-
sentations of design ideas negotiating values and concerns during
the process. However, a central mechanism of PD prototyping ac-
tivities is for participants to gain hands-on experience with future
technology, ranging from shorter prototyping session to long-term
deployments. Prototyping sessions are not only an exploration of
issues related to the product, but also a means for exploring future
use practice. A core mechanism in PD prototyping is a collabora-
tive ‘rehearsal of the future’ [38] in addition to specific product
features or functions. The desired output of prototyping is thus
both modified prototypes and knowledge about how this will work
in a future practice and how procedures and practices will need
to be changed to be aligned with a new design. This knowledge
output may take on various forms such as scenarios, reports or
plans for action. In this way, a prototype may be considered both
a tangible input and, as a modified prototype, a tangible output of
the prototyping activities. In PD prototyping, basic mechanisms
include hand-on-experience, modifying the prototype during the
prototyping session, and conducting the session in a simulated fu-
ture work situation, or in a real use situation. In terms of outcomes
and impacts, prototyping is important in order for participants to
gain knowledge for critical reflection, and provide users with con-
crete experience of the future design in order for them to specify
demands for it [10]. This impact is quite unique for PD prototyping
activities and a hallmark of PD as such.

The diversity in the prototyping approaches can be seen in the
areas of application used for prototyping. For example, Cederman-
Haysom and Brereton [22] report on using prototypes to involve
dentists in creating UbiComp concepts for dental practice, and
Hertzum and Simonsen [42] demonstrated how the long-term de-
ployment of prototypes in work contexts might lead to deeper
understanding of the effects of the prototyping session. Clement et
al. [23] demonstrate how prototyping is utilised in an urban setting,
engaging the public in significant issues relating to privacy and
security. Here, prototyping is used not only as a way of designing a
new artefact with potential users, but more importantly to enable
critical reflection and raise political reflections among citizens.

In the following, we examine two prototyping examples, Co-
operative Prototyping and Prototyping as Reflection in order to
exemplify the prototyping practice in PD.

3.3.1 Cooperative Prototyping. In Cooperative Prototyping, proto-
types are used to establish situations where both users and design-
ers participate actively and creatively, drawing on their different
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qualifications [12]. To facilitate cooperation, a vital mechanism is
that users get hands-on experience and that the prototypes are
easy to modify, so that breakdowns caused by bad or incomplete
design solutions can rapidly be turned into improved designs by
changing the prototype, and the fluent work-like evaluation of the
prototype can be re-established. Modifying the prototype during
the prototyping session encourages future users to influence the
design by stating ideas for improvement [12].

As preparation, the working group must establish a common
understanding of the aims of the process, the status of the inter-
mediate products, and the role of prototyping in the overall design
process. Ideally, cooperative prototyping session should be per-
formed by a small group of designers and users with access to
flexible technology resources, including tools for the rapid devel-
opment and modification of prototypes. It is important that the
working group comprises skilled user representatives [12]. With
respect to context, conducting the session in a simulated future
work situation, or in a real use situation, promotes first-hand expe-
rience with how the design will work in practice and how practice
will likely change. The output of the prototyping process is a modi-
fied prototype, but just as important is the knowledge generated
that allows users to critically reflect on their practice. Cooperative
prototyping aims at being a mutual learning process rather than
an evaluation, exploring both design options as well generating
new understandings of technology and work practices to people,
who are not participating directly. To plan a prototyping session,
the designer considers the purpose of the prototyping session, how
stable the prototype should be in advance, to what extent in-session
modifications should be possible, in which settings to perform the
session and how to evaluate and document the results. Such inputs
create conditions for participants to influence the design decisions
during the prototyping session [12].

3.3.2 Prototyping as Reflection. Whereas the concern in collabo-
rative prototyping is to create a shared understanding of the ob-
ject of design, another concern within PD prototyping methods is
the focus on the changed practices that future technology might
cause. Here, prototyping is used to provide the foundation for the
effect of spurring discussion and reflection on the changed prac-
tices. An example of this kind of prototyping approach has been
suggested by Hutchinson et al. [45] and further discussed byWester-
lund [86]. Here, the researchers installed collaboratively developed
low–tech prototypes in the homes of the participants in the In-
terLiving project. The prototypes were ‘used’ for some weeks to
provide the participants with hands-on experience and first-hand
insights into the changes that the prototypes might cause. After-
wards, the researchers initiated several workshops in the homes
to reflect upon the results from the prototyping events. Based on
these discussions, the researchers developed running prototypes
to install in the homes followed by a new iteration of shared re-
flection and discussion. In this way, Westerlund et al. [86] focus
on the knowledge outcomes of the prototyping sessions to spur
discussion and to reflect upon future practice among participants.
Prototyping sessions reveal the sometimes invisible arguments for
or against a new technology, and invites non-professional designers
to critically reflect on technologically mediated futures. In this way,
prototyping as reflection demonstrates the fundamental PD idea of

providing users with experience of the future design so that they
may be better equipped to pose demands for it.

In the preceding three paragraphs, we have focused on PD meth-
ods prescribing certain ways of conducting design with participants,
the mechanisms that these use and how these relate to the desired
effects. In the following two sections, infrastructuring and evalu-
ation, we will focus on PD practices that are not disseminated in
PD literature as specific instructions or methods but are equally
important in terms of understanding PD.

3.4 Infrastructuring
By ‘infrastructuring’ we refer to the PD activities in which re-
searchers and participants collaboratively establish the social, or-
ganisational and technical arrangements that will secure that the
results achieved during the project can lead to sustainable outcomes
[51]. Whereas sustainability is measured after the project ends, par-
ticipatory infrastructuring points to the fact that these practices
are deeply embedded in the process as it unfolds [11]. In terms
of program theory, participatory infrastructuring is embedded in
design activities that allow sustainability issues to be addressed in
the design processes as it unfolds. Participatory infrastructuring
takes as its inputs the variety of stakeholders who are capable of se-
curing a long-term impact through participation and commitment
in the design process. The mechanisms of participatory infrastruc-
turing include the relational expertise enacted by the designers and
the formation of informal ‘knotworks’ and formalised networks
established through activities such as workshops and collaborative
prototyping. Relational expertise is the capability of bringing peo-
ple together and providing them with conditions for collaboration
and the means for taking on responsibility for a shared design task
[25]. The output of participatory infrastructuring may be tangible
artifacts such as written reports endorsed by the various stakehold-
ers, a reorganisation of existing work flows, or a new physical space.
It may also include more intangible outcomes such as networks of
people. Long term impact is ideally obtained by integration of PD
output and outcome into a future practice in which participants
are capable of sustaining the outcome within an organisational
structure. As compared to participatory activities, such as field
studies, workshops and prototyping, participatory infrastructur-
ing is less well-described within HCI. Below we provide a more
detailed account of infrastructuring and exemplify from successful
infrastructuring practices from PD projects.

As argued in previous sections, PD has a concern for securing
that participants and future users enjoy lasting results from the
process. Bødker [9] argues that, in PD, it is important to put the
organisation and its people in a position where experiences can be
used beyond the individual project. Effects may take on many forms
such as skills or increased democratic influence. Also, sustainabil-
ity of project achievements may range from merely maintaining
what has been accomplished to more ambitious aims of scaling
up achievements [46]. The notion of infrastructuring has surfaced
relatively recently in the PD literature although the ideas stretch
back to Star and Ruhleder [78]. As such, the term is still used in a
variety of ways within PD [51] without a single settled understand-
ing. Here, we use the term in a broad sense to cover the various
social, technical and organisational constellations that are created
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to secure that projects achievement may be sustained or developed
beyond the project.

The early work within PD identified the need for continuing de-
sign in use by creating platforms that could be tailored and adapted
over time. This concern for open and adaptable technical platforms
have since remained a focus for PD. Beyond the need for adaptable
technical systems, authors have also explored the significance of
social infrastructures in terms of sustainability. In their work, Car-
roll and Rosson [21] demonstrate the importance of strong social
networks within communities, and Dindler and Iversen [25] discuss
more broadly the need for a relational expertise among PD practi-
tioners. In terms of the organisational efforts needed to create infras-
tructures for sustaining project achievements, PD emerged from an
explicit political agenda of user empowerment and democratisation
[6]. As such, organisational structures to support these political am-
bitions have pervaded parts of the PD literature. Among the most
recent contribution to this strand of work is Kyng’s [55] discus-
sion of not only the sustainability of project results, but also about
the challenge of maintaining democratic control of these results.
In terms of practices and methods, it is hard to identify specific
methods that have infrastructuring as their sole purpose. Rather, it
may be argued that concerns for infrastructuring and sustainability
may be more or less articulated within the established activities
discussed above. For example, workshops and cooperative proto-
typing may address the organisational structures that will support
sustainability or address technical infrastructures. In terms of pro-
gram theory, one can characterise participatory infrastructuring
in the following way: The input is the various stakeholders who,
individually or together, hold the power to adapt, reject or develop
new initiatives into an new practice, as well as the relational exper-
tise enacted by designers (and other participants) through activities
of creating knotworks and networks to sustain the project out-
put (artifacts, documents, scenarios, etc.), outcomes (e.g. decision
to continue to fund the process) and impact (e.g. better work life
quality through new technology and re-organisation). Dindler and
Iversen [25] make the case that much of the work going on within
and between workshops and meetings is relational work in which
participants build and consolidate the networks that will support
the project outcomes and impact beyond its completion. The notion
of commons has also been suggested as a way of articulating the
role that people and institutions play in sustaining outcomes [62].
Below, we highlight two recent cases that illustrate infrastructuring
in PD.

3.4.1 Living Labs. Arguably one of the best examples of success-
ful infrastructuring PD practice is the work in the Living Lab at
Malmø, where researchers have demonstrated a design approach
based on community engagement promoting democratic dialogue
in order for users to gain influence on how to improve quality of
life [29]. Rather than considering design as a clearly delineated
project, the Living Lab approach draws on ideas of infrastructur-
ing to promote long-term engagement and thus long-term effects,
building trust and establishing venues for democratic dialogues
about the future. The work in the Malmø Living Lab initiative very
literally embodies the core PD ideas of political engagement and
empowerment in their pursuit to design alternatives in collabora-
tion with communities. It does not report any specific PD methods

or instructions for infrastructuring. Rather, the establishment of
the social, organisational and technical infrastructures is obtained
through PD processes in which stakeholders, together with experi-
enced designers, create knotworks and networks by using a variety
of methods from the PD catalogue.

3.4.2 Fablab@school. Somewhat similar to the work in the Liv-
ing Lab, Bødker et al. [11] and Smith and Iversen [77] discuss the
fablab@school.dk project. Here, designers engaged children, teach-
ers, principals and educational policy makers to develop a digi-
tal fabrication initiative in formal education. The accounts from
fablab@school.dk highlight participatory infrastructuring as an
important prerequisite for a successful project outcome. In this
project, infrastructuring is closely connected to the designers abil-
ity to transform loosely coupled knotworks of participants, with
different approaches to the design project and on very different
levels of authority (such as students, teachers and policy makers),
into a sustainable network to support a common cause. Activities
that help the transformation of knotworks into sustainable net-
works are described as PD backstage work including the messy and
less photogenic activities that occur before, between and after the
participatory workshops such as phone calls, public hearings, meet-
ings and coordination activities. According to Bødker et al. [11],
relational expertise as the mechanism of participatory infrastructur-
ing involves conflicts and negotiations, straightforward technical
development, strategic discussions among designers, and strate-
gic engagement with participants on all levels of authority in and
beyond the organisation.

3.5 Evaluation
The final category of activities, evaluation, comprises the participa-
tory activities in which users and stakeholders assess the qualities
of a design product and the effects emerging from the design pro-
cess. Whereas HCI evaluations will typically focus on usability
or user experience issues relating to a technological product, PD
evaluations will additionally include effects in the form of new or-
ganisational structures, new skills developed or knowledge acquired
by users through the process. In terms of outcome and impacts, PD
evaluations will typically include questions concerning the derived
consequences of the new products and an assessment of potential
long term impact. Also, evaluations may include participants taking
part in defining the evaluation criteria themselves and measuring
the participants’ personal gains from their participation. Whereas
the actual evaluation results may be considered the output of eval-
uation, outcomes of PD evaluations can be co-decisions about con-
tinuation of a project or initiation of a new project initiatives. PD
will, in this way, ideally include participants in important decisions
regarding project management, impact and future directions.

No overall evaluation framework for PD exists, and since infor-
mal evaluation is a build-in feature of many PD activities, through
the focus on collaborative activities, systematic and formal evalua-
tions are rare. However, several frameworks have been proposed
to guide such evaluations. Early work by Kensing et al. [54] sug-
gest concrete methods for evaluating PD projects highlighting the
importance of evaluating both process and products within organi-
sational contexts. Merkel et al. [63] stress the importance of also
accounting for indirect and long-term changes within communities
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when evaluating PD. More recently, Bossen et al. [13] proposed
eight aspects through which to evaluate a PD project: 1) Influence
on the project and product, 2) Personal gains from participation, 3)
New quality of work, new possibilities discovered, or more influ-
ence on ownwork conditions, 4) New areas of competence acquired,
5) Subsequent shifts in career or choice of education, owing to the
project, 6) Extent of new outlook on technology or personal prac-
tices, 7) Overall assessment of participation in project, and 8) Newly
emerged opportunities in general.

An early example of systematic evaluation is provided by Thore-
sen [81], while a recent example can be found in Hertzum and
Simonsen [42]. Examples of evaluating impact through retrospec-
tive interviews with participants can be found in Bossen et al. [13]
and Garde and van der Voort [33] (for overview of PD evaluations
see [14]). Within formal evaluations in PD, there is a strong ten-
dency for them to be conducted by researchers setting the criteria
and arriving at the conclusions. Thus, there is a an opportunity for
PD to do more in terms of evaluations in which projects partici-
pants themselves take part, such as in ‘responsive evaluation’ or
‘developmental evaluation’ [35]. To illustrate the scope of evalu-
ations in current PD work, we highlight two different evaluation
frameworks focusing on effects and accountability respectively.

3.5.1 Effect-driven IT development. Hertzum and Simonsen [42]
measure their PDwork by the degree to which the project outcomes
match the ambitions that were expressed by the involved stake-
holders during initial PD activities. The PD perspective is highly
present in this framework, as the outcome of a design process is
measured against the participants’ initial conception of the desired
effect of a design. In this way, participants play a crucial role in
evaluating the final outcomes of the process. The actual effect of the
system is assessed through qualitative and quantitative evaluation
sessions using conventional research methods such as observation,
interviews, questionnaires and in some instances location tracking.
Focus is on real-use evaluation of effects rather than on evaluat-
ing the system in terms of usability (see also [43, 44]). Thus the
concept of effect-driven IT development directs the design and im-
plementation processes towards outcomes and impact defined by
the involved stakeholders.

3.5.2 Evaluating Rigour and Accountability. Frauenberger et al. [31]
provide a framework for evaluating PD projects based on the issues
of rigour and accountability. Accountability is understood in terms
of linking collaborative work with decisions and outcomes in a
transparent way, whereas rigour is understood as internal validity
within the process. The authors propose four lenses (epistemology,
values, stakeholders and outcomes) that may be used to examine
how PD qualities are attuned to each other in a given process. The
authors propose four questions for each lens that may guide the
evaluation. This framework pursues a concern for evaluating in-
direct and long-term outcomes regarding the knowledge that is
created, how PD’s values are pursued and achieved, how partici-
pants are involved, and what the outcomes are as seen by various
stakeholders.

Formal, systematic evaluations have, so far, not received exten-
sive attention in PD, perhaps because the interactions between
users, designers and researchers provides ongoing feedback and

thus a kind of informal evaluation. However, as the examples pro-
vided above show, there are ways in which evaluations can be
conducted with a focus on furthering PD’s aims, and these can even
be conducted in participatory ways as demonstrated by Hertzum
and Simonsen [42]. [42] show.

4 DISCUSSION
Table 3 summarises the characterisation presented in the previous
section in terms of inputs, mechanisms, activities, outputs, out-
comes and impacts. The list is by no means an exhaustive account
of PD, but serves to highlight distinct features as presented in the
previous section.

Our analysis complements previous efforts to unfold PD and its
specifics (e.g. [34, 65, 75]), and answers a call from within the HCI
community for more nuanced and precise conceptions of different
participatory practices [82, 83]. We show how PD shares many
design-oriented activities with other approaches well-known to
HCI, such as user-centered design and co-design, but also how it
differs from these through its distinct mechanisms and strived-for
effects.

Program theory provides a useful tool for characterising the dis-
tinct qualities of design approaches, in this case PD, and the logics
and rationale that drive these. The relatively fine-grained nature
of the framework that distinguishes made between, for example,
outputs and outcomes is a double-edged sword. The main quality
is that it promotes concise and detailed accounts of the proposed
causalities and entities of a process. This allows for critical scrutiny
of specific projects and design approaches generally. However, in
some instances it may prove difficult to determine whether some-
thing is, for example, an outcome or an impact. While precision is
of course important we would suggest that absolute precision in
applying the concepts should not be the main concern when using
program theory. As suggested by Bickman [4], program theory is,
in its essence, an approach to understanding processes and mak-
ing enquires and it is the approach that we believe is useful for
understanding design processes.

The description and analysis of PD in section three is meant
to demonstrate how PD strives for its aims and effects (outputs,
outcomes, and impact) in processes of design, development and
appropriation of technology. This does not mean that all PD projects
use all mechanisms and pursue all possible effects in all phases.
Obviously, there are practical and organisational restraints in every
project and though there are ideals to strive for (e.g. democracy
and empowerment), PD practitioners are not naïve. However, the
concrete examples of methods and practices serve to illustrate
how PD activities embody mechanisms such as mutual learning,
and collaborative reflection. The insights from Section 3 may be
articulated in four general statements concerning PD methods and
practices. Altogether, the four statements constitute PD as a distinct
participatory approach in HCI.

• PD seeks to make choices and alternatives available to partic-
ipants in design and use of technologies and thus, ultimately,
works towards empowerment and democracy.

Based on its political foundation, PD is fundamentally concerned
with the empowerment of people through active engagement through-
out the design process. This strive for impacting people’s quality of
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Figure 3: A program theory analysis of PD mechanisms and
effects.

life is arguable shared amongmany participatory approaches, but in
PD, however, empowerment and democracy is supported through
legitimate access to decisions in the design process and by engage-
ment in the framing of the entire design process. In his description
of PD, Bansler [1] states that empowerment is not merely obtained
by developing new and better technology with users. Immaterial
outcomes such as insights into the design of technology, opening
up to various design decisions and solutions, and a legitimate access
to the decision-making process are of equal importance. In our anal-
ysis, we described how mutual learning and collaborative reflection
in field studies and collaborative prototyping stimulates owner-
ship and admits access to the design process. Moreover, gaining
legitimate access to knotworks and networks with policy makers
and fellow professionals as part of infrastructuring mechanisms is
considered to be an potentially important outcome for users.

• Knowledge about use context and practice emerges from
mechanisms of collaborative reflection and is as much of
value to users as it is to designers.

Knowledge about use context and practice is included in almost
every design approach securing that the new design will ultimately
meet the needs of future users. Context knowledge is obtained by
engaging in activities such as user interviews, observations, surveys
and similar activities in which designers gain first hand insights into
the use context. In PD, knowledge about use context and practice
is considered as also emerging from a dialogical process in which
designers, users and other participants collaborative work on topics
related to the use context. Consequently, subtle mechanisms of
dialogue are carefully integrated into participatory activities such as
participant observations (field studies), inspiration card workshops
(workshops), collaborative prototyping (prototyping) and living
labs (infrastructuring). Moreover, the knowledge emerging from
field studies is not only considered an output that designers can
use to create products, but something that is inherently valuable to
users in their understanding, reflection upon and development of
their own practice.

• Outcomes, impact and their sustainability is pursued through
the design process using mechanisms such as knotworking,
networking and the establishment of organisational struc-
tures.

Creating and sustaining outcomes and impact is a shared con-
cern within different approaches in HCI. In HCI reserach, it is often
the case that outcomes and impacts are primarily dependent on
the quality of the technological product. PD shares a concern for
the quality of products, but devotes addional resources into the
infrastructuring mechanisms such as knotworking and networking.
As such, PD not only focuses on the development of the digital
artefact, but also includes a focus on the organisational structures
and immaterial aspects of change by integrating the development
of these infrastructures into the process. For example, in the fa-
blab@school.dk project, network activities including engagement
on many levels of authority (from pupils to politicians) was part
of the project. Workshops engaging teachers from many schools
focused on integrating digital fabrication technology into education
and, more importantly, establishing a community of practice among
the educators that would sustain the initiatives taken.

• PD evaluation is concernedwith all changes related to project
outcomes and impact, including an assessment of the partic-
ipants’ personal gains

Whereas much HCI evaluation in concerned with usability, use-
fulness and user experiences issues, PD includes metrics related
to participants’ gains from engaging in the design process. This
may include new organisational structures, new skills developed or
knowledge acquired. Bossen et al [13] reports from a study of long
term impacts and personal gains from engaging in a PD project.
Here, the project evaluation includes questions related to the par-
ticipants ability to influence the project, personal gains, new areas
of competence acquired and subsequent shifts in career or future
training path owing to the project. While much evaluation in PD
projects is informally incorporated in the design process through its
participatory shaping, there seems to be opportunities to develop
more formal evaluations with user participation [14].

5 CONCLUSION
PD is not merely a collection of participatory methods or about
having an ethical standpoint in design, but an approach to generate
effects related to democracy, empowerment, and quality of process
and product. These are, ideally, pursued using mechanisms such as
continued collaborative reflection and ideation, knotworking and
balancing power relationships. While seemingly similar to other
participatory approaches in terms of the activities, PD is distin-
guished by its mechanisms and the way inwhich effects are pursued.
Our claim is not that PD is superior to other approaches, but that
the increased interest in participation at HCI should be matched by
an increased nuance in our understanding of the concept. The con-
tributes of this paper to HCI research is an understanding of how
PD works and how it may be understood as more than a collection
of techniques or a matter of configuring user participation.
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